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THE PEP Partnership on Eco-Driving

- Initiated in 2014 and led by the Austrian Ministry for Climate Protection
- Strong focus on Know-how exchange for the promotion of Eco-Driving
- Workshops on international level
- Pilot Eco-Driving seminars in starter countries
Eco-Driving within the Vienna Declaration

- Ministers recognize the importance of Eco-Driving
- Request to extend to e-vehicles, non-road mobile machinery and other transport forms

24. *Endorse* the practical results and recommendations achieved in the Partnership on Eco-driving, as set out in annex IV to the present Declaration, including THE PEP Guidelines for Eco-driving, the studies on green and healthy jobs in transport, the TRANSDANUBE Partnership for sustainable mobility in the Danube region, as well as the conclusions of the Handbook on Sustainable Urban Mobility and Spatial Planning as set out in annex V to the present Declaration, and decide to further develop these partnerships by:

(a) Requesting the Partnership on Eco-driving to explore the extension of eco-driving to electric vehicles and other forms of transport and non-road mobile machinery:
Recommendations for policy makers adopted
Current activities

- Dissemination of the guidelines

- International Workshop in Berlin: 26-28 Sep 2022
  - Experts and Master Trainers from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland
  - Topics: (1) Eco-Driving with E-vehicles, (2) Telematics & Apps supporting Eco-Driving
  - Including practical drives

- Eco-Driving pilot seminars in Georgia: July 2022 (funded by GIZ – German Corporation for International Cooperation)
Seminars for to-be bus master trainers in Georgia

- Funded by GIZ – German Corporation for International Cooperation
- 18-25 July 2022
- Seminars in two cities: Tbilisi and Batumi
- 2 days theory, 1 day practical training
- 13 to-be master-trainers certified (more participants in theory training)
- Results: up to 30% reduction of diesel consumption after training!
Outlook and next meetings

- 2023: Follow-Up international workshop Germany, Austria, and Switzerland
  - New topic: communication towards private drivers with focus on increasing fuel prices
- Evaluation of effects of different eco-driving techniques → NEW THE PEP publication
- Exploration of Eco-Driving with construction vehicles
- Addressing further starter countries for Eco-Driving pilot seminars